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Washing machine drain pipe clogged

To ensure that our content is always up-to-date with current information, best practices and professional advice, articles are routinely reviewed by industry experts with years of hands-on experience. Reviewed may 05, 2016 Plunger Baking soda White vinegar or cider Salt vinegar Boiling water Plunger
Bicarbonate soda Plan white or cider vinegar Salt Boiling water Owners commonly deal with having an obstructed sink. While the drain cleaner usually does the trick, you may not have it on hand at home. Instead, try some of these natural home remedies to unclok the sink easily and quickly. Step 1 –
Use a PlungerFirst, fill the water sink. Block any alternative output, such as the sink overflow, and then start pushing theem with several loud bangs. If obstruction is not bad, the sinking must solve obstruction by collecting waste and waste fragments. If the previous step didn't work, you'd have to try the
boiling water method afterwards. It's simple and free. If the obstruction is not substantial, pouring boiling water down the drain of a kettle will likely solve the problem. Be careful in handling boiling water so you don't get any on yourself, and if you do, seek first aid right away. Step 3 – Use baking soda If the
drain still remains blocked, try pouring 1/2 cup baking soda down the drain. Then pour about 3 cups of boiling water to follow it. Baking soda and water should cause a reaction that can move through the scum. Add vinegar If this method does not work on its own, you can add vinegar to the baking soda.
This method is ideal for cleaning fat in pipes. Pour the baking soda down the drain as explained above, then follow it with 1/2 cup of vinegar. Then cover the drain for a few hours to let the baking of soda and vinegar react. You can wash it with boiling water afterwards. Add salt If you don't have vinegar, or
you'd rather use salt, you can pour 1/2 cup of salt followed by 1/2 cup baking soda down the drain to clean it. As in the previous directions, wash it with boiling water. If previous home remedies don't solve your clogged toilet drain, you may need to resort to professional advice or chemicals. VirginiaLynne
is a homeowthr who likes to share her creative ideas for home renovation and home maintenance. Our older shower is prone to problems. VirginiaLynne CC-BY via HubPagesBecause clogs happen in Old HomesHaving owned three older houses in three different states (California, Florida and Texas),
I've come across the part of the drains obstructed. If you have a bigger house and your drains run well, you are very lucky. If you suffer repeated clogs and ask for the plumber, this article is for you. Each old house is different because of the materials used in the pipes, the angle of the pipes on the main
line, the structure of the house, the floor, and the trees in the yard. All these items work to cause problems with clogs. Some plumbers will work with you to help you discover problems with your home, but many of them make their lives out of handling your clogged drainage problems and may not have the
interest or knowledge to help prevent clogs in your home. Since plumbing calls are often $80 or more just to unshackl a drain, it pays to be pro-active in solving your own drainage problems. VirginiaLynne, CC-BY, through HubPages5 Ways a drain of sink usually test these in this order: Snake out of the
sink with a tool. Use a plunger to try to force the scud down. Clean the drainage trap under the sink (if you have one). Pour into enzymes and let stand recommended amount of time, then pour in boiling hot water. I only use this method if I don't need the drained sink immediately. Use a chemical cleaner
like Draino. Two types of plumbing blockage I'm not a plumber, but in my experience of owning five older houses in the last 35 years, there are usually two types of clogs in my house: sink clogs and mainline clogs. A slag in the sink is one that affects only a sink or shower. It is due to have lint, hair, soap
and other remains in the drain. In general, you can see a scum of sink developing. The sink will start draining more slowly and will eventually stop draining completely. The scum of the main line is more serious and can happen more suddenly. Sometimes it appears when only a sink or shower is not
drained. Often, however, there are multiple sinks involved, usually on the same side of the house. Basically, what has happened in this situation is that a scum has happened not only in a sink, but somewhere by the pipes under the house or between the house and the street. How to prevent clogsThe
best way I know how to prevent clogs from happening is to use and treat the enzyme in all my toilets and showers once a month. I've tried several different types of enzymes and seem to work on it, but I usually use Earth enzymes because it's easy to come by on Amazon. You can also get a good main
line enzyme from Roebic which is good to use about four times a year to make sure you have clear main lines, too. How to use enzymes as a monthly drainage treatment early drain: Run water until hot. Enzymes work best in a warm environment. Prepare enzymes: Mix the treatment of the enzyme with
water (if you have purchased the dry enzymes). Pour enzymes into drainage: pour the mixture of enzymes into the sink just before bedtime. Let it sit overnight so that enzymes can function. One of the benefits of using enzymes is that they can enter the Also. Just put the enzymes in and wash. Run hot
water: If your drains are running slowly, you may want to do a wash the next morning with boiling hot water, or at least run the shower until it's as hot as possible. The hot water wash carries the cannon down the drain better. If you have a lot of accumulations, especially the time using enzymes or if you
have a scum, you may need to do 2-4 days of treatments to get started. Use once a month: The important part is to use enzymes regularly, once a week at the beginning and then every month at least. Every time I forget to use these or run out and get no more, I end up with clogged drains. 4 times a year
Mainline enzyme treatmentOther to remember to do this, it is easy to do a mainline enzyme treatment. You just measured 1 cup and washed the toilet for 4 days in a row (just before bedtime). The best I've found (supported by reviews on Amazon) is Roebic Main Line Cleaner. Use this once every season
(4 times a year) to keep enzymes active in your main drain. This really worked very well in our house. I've done it for two years now and I haven't had a single moment of having to call a plumber. Why WorkEnzyme Enzymes treatments are a powdered form of bacteria that likes to eat soap, and other
weapons you put in your drain. When the enzyme is poured down the drain, it allows these bacteria to grow down there and feed on all the things you don't want to be obstructing your drain. Treatment works continuously because bacteria feed and grow. However, some things we put on the drain can kill



them, so it's important to add new enzyme every month. Bleach kills all bacteria and so do many hard chemicals, including any type of chemical you put in to unshackle the drain. So if you use any antibacterial chemical for your drain, you need to replace enzyme treatment. Overall, I found that if I
remember doing this once a month, I never have drainage problems. Causes of mainline clogsBuild Up of Sludge: Just as your toilets get angry at them, the main line can be filled not only with soap and hair and other gunmen, but also everything down your toilet, including piles of toilet paper. Use the
main line enzymes to help keep your pipes as clean as possible. Tree Roots: Another cause of the main line clogs are the roots of trees entering their pipes. However, they can also be caused by the remnants of remodeling projects, especially if you are doing your toilets and showers. If you have booked
with us and want to leave a comment, you must first stay at the hotel. Too much of the grouting/pieces of tiles and other things washed down the drain and created a lot of clutter and a lot of expense to clean up. In the end, the biggest culprit was a piece of black felt support that got stuck and started
supporting everything else. Design of Another cause of major clogs is just the fact that the original pipe gets old or wasn't designed well. There may be angles that trap things in them and periodically obstruct their drains. In addition, you may end up having some unusual problems building your older
house drainage system. We did and it took some detective work to find out. When our house was being there were septic tanks in our area; However, in the middle of construction, the city finished the sewer lines. Somehow, in the middle of this, our house ended up having two different main pipes draining
into the main sewer line. This unusual situation caused a problem when plumbers cleared our pipes up the main line, but that didn't help the drains in our house. We needed to install another cleaning for the other drain If you suspect some unusual pipes, you can call your city and they may have someone
who can research the records and find out the original plans for your home. The other best resource is an older master plumber, who may not know exactly what is wrong with his house, but may have encountered situations unusual enough in his career to be able to help with his problem. What you
should do while enzymes can help maintain and clear slow main lines, cannot clear a scum. In general, mainline clogs are not something an owner can fix. If you have the water backed up in more than one drain, you probably have a mainline scum and you'd better call a plumber. Overall, we found that
smaller local plumbers are much better at helping us with our older homes than big name companies. They tend to employ more experienced plumbers and quite often are much lower in price. If you can't get recommendations from neighbors or friends, you can call and find out which plumbing company
has experience with larger homes. Laundry toilet: Use enzymes and lint catcher in the washing machine sink drain. VirginiaLynne, CC-BY, via HubPagesHow to prevent clogs in the main lineSeed off: If your problem is tree roots, you may need to remove some of the trees near your home that are causing
the problem. After reading about the roots of trees and pipes, we learned that one of the worst trees for pipes is palm trees. We noticed that we had three palm trees planted right in front of one of our bathrooms, the same bathroom that had experienced repeated problems with mainline clogs. Although we
regretted losing the trees, we decided that we could not afford these ongoing problems, nor the damage these trees were doing to our pipes. So, we this is to be on our website, first you have to add the comments to our website, but you do not have it quite right. Use root treatment: If you don't want to
remove trees, you can also try putting a root killer down their toilets twice a year, in autumn and spring when the roots are forming. These products the roots in the pipes but do not affect the tree. Limit what you put your kitchen drain on: Even though your garbage removal says you can eat anything, that
doesn't mean you really should be putting anything and everything in the sink. The last scum I had was caused by rice! I knew putting fibrous things down my drain was bad and so I always put onions, potato peels and think like celery in the trash. Jo Jo I never put any fat in my sink, but I had never
noticed that even grains like rice can swell and then obstruct things if they stick to something else in the pipes. So now I'm trying to put very little down my drain other than the few envelopes in my sink. It just isn't worth it! Have a small trash can near your sink and you can quickly put the left overs inside.
Don't put your hair in the bathroom sink: your hair doesn't disintegrate quickly, even with enzymes, and can quickly make a terrible mess of your drain. Do not remove your hair from the brush and lower it to the sink or toilet. Put it in the trash, along with flossing any and another scum catcher. For extra
protection, use a plastic hair capturer in the drain shower and install a drain trap in the bathroom sink. I've designed some diy mesh shower catchers that work great. Use enzymes regularly: Perhaps the most effective thing you can do is use and treat the enzyme on a regular basis. By putting these
enzymes in the pipes regularly, it allows them to eat away throughout the cannon that accumulates. This will keep the pipe freezer all the time. If you have trouble remembering these kinds of regular maintenance jobs like me, then choose a particular time of the month, such as the first Saturday, and put
that on your calendar. Because enzymes need time to grow in the pipes, you need to put them at night and then not use these toilets and showers until the next morning. Make all the drains of the house at once for the best effect. Install a dye catcher in the drain of your washing machine: Watch my center
on how to install a sink and mesh lint catcher in your laundry. Larger houses have a lot of character, but sometimes they also require more work. Like any other possession, our pipes work best when we take care of them. Which reminds me, I'm out of enzymes and I have to ask for some more now! This
article is accurate and faithful to the best of the author's knowledge. The content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not replace personal advice or professional advice on business, financial, legal or technical matters. Questions &amp; AnswersQüestion: We've had some sewer
backups. The plumber put a camera down the line and said the problem was that there is a damaged tile under a fence line. However, it will be costly to dig and fix. He suggested flussing the toilet twice. Now my husband thinks he has to flusse the toilet twice all the time. It wouldn't be a better cure to use
the main cleaner four times a year and maybe get a toilet to be with more pressure? We already use toilet paper that is best for pipes. Answer: Sorry to hear that you have this problem. We haven't had a camera for our drains, but we're pretty sure we had some construction debris on the ground the drain
that tends to hit other things. No amount of snaking ever anything up though. I think your plan is at least worth a try. It's not expensive to use the main cleaner, and if it solves the problem, that would be great. A new toilet would be more expensive, but I think it's right that a bigger wash might be enough.
However, the washing point twice might be just to make sure everything has moved down the drain. I think you probably only have to do this when someone has a bowel movement, which would only be a few times every day. Another possibility is to put your toilet paper in a covered trash can, at least
most of the time. They do it in China to avoid drainage problems. It's not common here, and you probably wouldn't want to ask visitors to do this, but you might try to see if that helps. Question: The drain hose from my washing machine runs straight into the wall, so I can't put a lint receiver on it. How can I
take the dye from the washing machine drain hose before cloging my pipes? Answer: I had this same problem, and that's why I finally installed a sink for the water to run so I could better grab the lint. I'd had this kind of system in a different house, and I knew it worked. I never tried to put a lint receiver in a
hose that went into a wall, and I think that probably wouldn't be a good idea because the lint would grab on the bottom and actually make the pipe to obstruct faster. Two ideas I have are: 1. Use the enzymes in the pipe regularly. 2. Get a front loading washer that emits less water (this is expensive, but
could solve a serious problem). From what I learned, plumbing in older houses isn't really built to handle the volume of water from the extra-large upper loaders. Front loading machines are built to be more water efficient and could help. Question: Do you know if the enzymes you recommend are ok for the
Orangeberg pipes of 1950? I have a clogged kitchen drain, but the rest of the house is fine. I've tried steps 1-3 so far without success. Answer: I never had hard of orangeberg pipes, so I looked it up. They were used from the 1860s to the 1970s out of fiber and coated with tar. I don't think enzymes should
cause a problem, but I don't know for sure. I'm pretty sure it would be much better than using Lye or other chemicals to clear the drain. If you use the enzymes, I would recommend washing the drain with boiling water after waiting overnight. This has done its best to clean up my drains. However, you may
want to call a plumber to clarify this time and then ask them what they think about pipes and enzymes. I would like to replace in your area you would be familiar with this type of pipes.CommentsLouise89 on October 09, 2019:Thanks for the great tips! Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on
August 08, 2018:Thank you Alix for your insight. Every situation can be different and I'm glad you've found something that works for you. Alix McKay on August 05th, 2018:I have a mobile home is very old. I have the problem of flooding the room next to the bathroom. People just used less water. It didn't
work. The pipes are level and slopping. All drainage is a pipe. Cleaning the pipes did not work. Stuck in two days. Now I use the garden hose and spray bring the drain to the bathtub. It seems to work. Alix McKayVirginia Kearney (author) of the United States on March 26, 2018:Hello Shawn, I'm sorry to
hear about this situation with the scoog. I can't really answer that question because it depends entirely on what has been going down this drain every day. The seat probably didn't completely stop the drain at first, so it may have been building for a long time. The use of the techniques I talk about here are
to prevent clogs. Although enzymes can eat through clogs, if the drain stops completely as badly as yours, it's probably best to call a plumber and have him snake to clean it up. Then use the monthly enzymes to prevent it from happening again. Shawn Edwards on March 26, 2018:Im just trying to figure
out what the time period for fat is to obstruct a 4-inch main sewer line and the total length of fat blocking to be 8- 10 inches thickdgaleyol on January 08, 2018: Thanks again for your helpful response. I wasn't sure if the toilet in the supportive clothes was cause for concern and I don't totally trust the
opinion of professionals when they stand to make more money on their response. I've put ourselves on an enzyme calendar because hopefully we can avoid future plumbing bills. I appreciate the time you take when answering all our questions. Happy New Year! Virginia Kearney (author) of the United
States on January 07, 2018:Hello dagleyol--my clothes sink almost always supports some during the cycle. Partly, that's because the hole that drains through the bottom of the sink isn't really as big as the hole that goes into the wall. I wouldn't worry about booking unless there is a change or drain too
slowly (which was my situation lately). If you have trees, roots could be a problem, but this is usually more common in spring, especially a dry source, when the roots are trying to grow. I haven't had my pipes with a camera, but I would if I couldn't figure out a serious problem that continued. Before going
for the camera, you'd have the pipes rooted by a plumber (and/or use something like a drain cleaner to make them work well) then use the enzyme treatment 3 nights in a row by putting boiling water down the pipes in the morning and then running the water for several minutes. If this works, then I would
use a lint mesh on the which is filled in the sink. I would also consider using a mesh filter inside the sink. Finally, I would make sure that I did the monthly enzyme treatment and/or at any time the drain seemed slower. If none of this worked, then it's time for a camera. By the way, that's exactly what I've
done and in 25 years, I've never had to have a scope of the out.dgaleyol sink on January 07, 2018:Thank you for your reply. After several nights of using the main line, soap/grease/paper roebic products, including sinking laundry the problem remains that the laundry sink is still supported during the
washing machine rinse cycle. I ordered the enzymes of the foam root killer Roebic to also test on the outside possibility that I might be the culprit in addition to building sludge. Is it normal for the washing machine to climb back into the laundry sink during the rinse cycle? There doesn't seem to be a lot of
backup, but enough that if the sink wasn't there it would be a problem. Do you think there's a bigger problem that needs to be widened with a camera? Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on January 02, 2018: Hello dgaleyol, I'm so sorry to hear about your ongoing plumbing problems. In fact,
I'm not sure there's a big difference between the enzymes on the main line and the other types. I usually use the main line a few times a year and the other monthly enzymes. However, I don't think the enzymes on the main line are a problem to use monthly. I would strongly suggest that you make the
most of any enzyme you use by putting it before bedtime and then following it with hot boiling water in the morning (or before using the drain again). I actually also used a regular swimsuit in my ground drain after my enzyme treatment when I was still running slow and that pumping air down seemed to
vacate the cannon in the pipes because now the water is running out faster than it has in quite some time.dgaleyol on December 30, 2017: Virginia Hello-Your articles have been very useful We have a 61-year-old modern tri level that we love except for the ongoing plumbing problems. If the whole house
was re-channelled 8 years ago during a remodeling of the bathroom... except drain lines. We had a serious overflow last month when the dishwasher (above) overflowed the wall drain pipe in the laundry (on the ground floor) and well ... enough to say it was a disaster. If the plumber out, snaked the line
through the drain pipe from the laundry wall. Just a few days ago, the washing machine overflowed from the same drain pipe. The plumber came out again, snake, although he didn't find much. I ordered Roebic Main Line K-97 after reading your article. It is used last night in the laundry wall drain pipe,
laundry toilet, shower on the top floor and 2 sinks. My question is whether I should be using a different enzyme treatment or is the main line good for ongoing monthly use. I'm willing to get in a enzyme use I just want to make sure I'm using the right one. Any ideas? Thanks again so much! Virginia
Kearney (author) of the United States on November 18, 2017:Hello Marcy--I'm not a plumber, so I can't tell you about Drano hurting your pipes. However, I definitely think enzymes would be a better option for regular use and would probably work on the problem better because because would be
digesting continuously and get rid of the cannon. I would start with a three-day program with hot water every day , then do it monthly after that. If I were you, I'd put the enzymes on all the dains at least once a month or at least when you start treatment to make sure you're cleaning it all up. Good luck!
Marcy Schramm on November 18, 2017:We have a 45-year-old divided entrance house. There has been no problem with toilets or toilets obstructing. The problem is with the two drains in the basement unfinished. One under the laundry and another about 2 meters away. (Yes, I put something on the
washing machine hose that goes into the laundry. ) The problem is a sewer smell. We can smell as soon as we walk through the front door. I don't think the drains are stuck, because nothing has gone backwards. I had been putting drano in once a month, letting him put, and then running hot water into
the drain. The pipes go about 50 meters down the street. I heard Drano can ruin the pipes. So it would be better to put some kind of enzymes in the drain once a ???? Thank you. Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on October 21, 2017:Hello Corrine, I haven't used hot water in my toilets and
I'm not sure if that would cause a problem, but since the actual porcelain soars at a high temperature, I don't think boiling water should break it. However, I've never tried it. I'll remember your idea of high-pour water and try it. Enzymes can sometimes all work by themselves if the drain is slow, doesn't
stop, and you have time to wait. What I do in a slow moving drain is deal with enzymes overnight. Then pour boiling water into it in the morning and run the water for 5 minutes or so (unless you clog the drain). Even if there is no more scum, I usually try again for 2 more nights just to make sure it's all
clear. When I lived in Northern California, I used ZEP. I don't know if it's still available there. I usually buy it online because for me it's cheaper. Corrine on October 21, 2017: Won't there be hot water in a clogged toilet make porcelain crack? I often take a very huge kettle of warm water and pour it from as
high as I can directly into the clogged toilet and usually clears the scum. Are you saying that regular use of enzymes will help keep them clean but not useful when obstructed? We're in Northern California, what are the best brands to use here? Thank you! Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on
September 21, 2017:Hi Helpless--Bacteria are the same as the enzymes I report in my article. In fact, you would need to go back and edit to explain this. Basically, these enzymes are actually dry bacteria that eat soap and other things coming down his drain. I think most drains probably have them there
already, but when you add extra down your drain it works better and faster. You must add them because the things you put in the drain can kill them, especially bleach (we call it killing germs but it kills all the microorganisms, including the good ones we need. In fact, I try not to use bleach very often and,
when I do, add enzyme/bacteria treatment right after. None of the enzyme products I bought list what bacteria they use in them. I've used several varieties and they all seem to work. I don't know if those meant to be used in regular drains are the same as those used in septic tanks, but I know those I've
listed on my Amazon links work very well. Helpless in Montreal on September 21, 2017:Hello Virgina, I have a main drainage problem where I have to pass a snake twice a year. In my basement drain sometimes the water comes out of the floor drain. I was listening to a radio station where they mentioned
bacteria that can help with ceptic tanks... I was wondering if it can help with my problem. What kind of good bacteria is this? Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on September 14, 2017:Hello Mrs. Mishra, enzyme treatment will break down food and other things rats might be eating, which could
help get rid of them. However, enzymes are not toxic to humans and other mammals, so they won't kill the rats it's treating.torrilynn on December 20, 2013: preventing clogged pipes and drains is easier and less expensive than treating clogged pipes and drains. nice center. Earthworm on August 14,
2012:Hello Virginia and Dancing! Thanks for the positive comments.. Earthworm is doing very well for people across the country..... you can send us an email and we will send you some product at no charge to spread the earthworm love..... Virginia, we really appreciate your business and kind
comments.... mention that you saw me here... on the pages of the center... and please like us on FB.. Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on August 11, 2012:Thanks Dancing Water--And she will have to seek the treatment of the Earthworm enzyme. Great idea. Dancing Water on August 09,
2012:Thank you for a hub that is probably relevant to all of us. I use the treatment of the Earth Worm enzyme, which does not harm the environment. The idea of the enzyme is excellent. Thanks again! Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on August 08, 2012:Furniturez--you're right that Drano
can sometimes work well, but not then you're stuck with a sink full of something toxic that you can't get your hands on. I usually try to see if there is any hair or guck stuck in the sink by using a snake or that wire that I have that extracts things (it has velcro at the end). Often this gets the drain going a then
drano or enzyme treatments work. If I use drano, I follow it with enzymes for 3 days in a row and then once a month later to keep it clear.furniturez from Washington on August 08, 2012:Sink clogs can be quite unpleasant... for smaller use that has always worked for me. Thanks for sharing! Virginia
Kearney (author) of the United States on August 08, 2012:Jaye--we are great tree lovers, but also decided that they should go save our plumbing! One alternative I learned is to put copper sulfate down its toilets twice a year. You can get it at Home Depot in the plumbing section. Kills the roots of the pipes.
Jaye Denman of Deep South, USA on August 08, 2012:I can identify with tree roots in the mainline problem! Shortly after buying this mid-century ranch-style house in 2000, calls to the plumber began. Soon I was on speed dial! Finally, he suggested checking the entire line system using a camera. The
line was full of tree roots. Don't ask me what I said about the idiot who planted a magnolia tree right in front of the house two feet from the main water line! Naturally, the tree had to be demolished, and (naturally, since I live in Mississippi, where the magnolia tree is the state tree, some of my neighbors
thought it was HORRIBLE for me to do so, but none of them offered to pay my plumbing bills). Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on July 29, 2012:Glad you discovered the seanorjohn problem. Plumbing problems are so hard to deal with.seanorjohn on July 29, 2012:I wish I had read this news
center a few years ago. I've recently discovered that there is a design failure in my main drains. The system installed in 1910 is called the Windsor trap and is the main cause of water backup and why we had to call a plumber twice a year. Voted and useful. Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States
on May 20, 2012:tipstoretireearly--love your name, by the way. Glad enyzmes are working for you so far. I think the hardest thing to do is remember to do it monthly. I just did mine last week and was thinking I should put it on the calendar.tipstoretireearly from New York on May 20, 2012:Very useful
center! I recently started using enzyme treatments for my largest house. So far so bo.aboutpipes from 4913 Chastain Avenue, Unit 30 Charlotte, NC 28217 on September 27, 2011:With regular care, a clogged toilet drain can be avoided. However, if this situation arises, try to clear the drain with ordinary
baking soda and vinegar. Use a plunger afterwards to add air to the drain to clean it. This is usually the first line of defense for clogged drains. If this doesn't clear the drain, you may need one of the chemical drain cleaners available at most hardware store. Today, snakes they are also available for home
use. These can work to clean the drainage up to 25 feet along pipe lengths. Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on September 12, 2011: Preacherdon--yes, enzyme treatments are about the only thing that can put a toilet. Since I did this center, I've been looking at different enzyme treatment
products. None of them what exactly are the bacteria that include.trade secrets I guess. So I'm not sure if any is better than another. What's good about the Drano product is that you don't have to mix it up. You just poured. Also, I think it's much more widely available and so you can pick up with another
trip to Walmart or whatever. However, I think it's probably more expensive than the grainy guy. I use both. Sometimes I just want to do something quickly!preacherdon from Arkansas on September 11, 2011:Thanks for the tips. I didn't think about rice. I'll have to keep that in mind. Is Drano Max Build-up
Remove an enzyme and can it be used in the toilet too? Voted and useful. Simone Haruko Smith of San Francisco on September 06, 2011:Great advice! The treatment of the enzyme, as an option, absolutely fascinates me. I'm also glad to hear about some preventive measures I can take, since I'm not a
big fan of dealing with things once the problems get out of hand!ershruti304 from Shimla on September 04, 2011:Nice hub and touched on the actual aspect of day-to-day activities. : Your tip about monthly enzyme treatment is one you'd never heard. Thanks for sharing! Voted and useful. Useful.
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